Abstract The stepped wedge design (SWD) and the interrupted time-series design (ITSD) are two alternative research designs that maximize efficiency and statistical power with small samples when contrasted to the operating characteristics of conventional randomized controlled trials (RCT). This paper provides an overview and introduction to previous work with these designs and compares and contrasts them with the dynamic wait-list design (DWLD) and the regression point displacement design (RPDD), which were presented in a previous article (Wyman, Henry, Knoblauch, and Brown, Prevention Science. 2015) in this special section. The SWD and the DWLD are similar in that both are intervention implementation roll-out designs. We discuss similarities and differences between the SWD and DWLD in their historical origin and application, along with differences in the statistical modeling of each design. Next, we describe the main design characteristics of the ITSD, along with some of its strengths and limitations. We provide a critical comparative review of strengths and weaknesses in application of the ITSD, SWD, DWLD, and RPDD as small sample alternatives to application of the RCT, concluding with a discussion of the types of contextual factors that influence selection of an optimal research design by prevention researchers working with small samples.
The randomized controlled trial (RCT) has long been held out as the gold standard for evaluating the effectiveness of healthcare treatments and procedures, including preventive interventions, although thoughtful RCT proponents readily acknowledge numerous potential sources of bias introduced in even its most stringent design applications (Kaptchuk 2001) . One of the ways bias can occur is when intervention scale and cost, or the population at risk being small or difficult to access results in a relatively small number of participants. Wyman, Henry, Knoblauch, and Brown (2015) also note that group-based interventions introduce new challenges as individuals are nested within the group, and analyses are at the group level. Using RCT in these situations can result in low power and low external validity. Randomization of groups such as a community to a no-treatment condition can prove unfeasible. Ethical complexities can arise, and community willingness to engage can be negatively impacted when withholding a promising treatment, as in the case of a no-treatment or treatment as usual control group. These and other challenges lead prevention scientists to consider alternative research designs.
In light of these limitations, Wyman et al. (2015) proposed the dynamic wait-listed design (DWLD) and regression point displacement design (RPDD) as two promising research design alternatives. These designs increase efficiency and statistical power in contrast to RCTs, a crucial consideration when the number of participating individuals or groups is small. Maximizing power and efficiency is a primary strategy to increase the capability to draw inferences from analyses with small samples. The DWLD extends the traditional wait-listed controlled design by increasing the number of time periods in which individuals or groups are randomized to receive intervention. This increases efficiency and power by lengthening the total proportion of time between intervention and no intervention comparisons. The RPDD compares outcomes from intervention units to their expected values obtained from archival or other existing data on a large number of nonintervention units. When archival data exists on a large number of non-intervention groups pre and post the intervention of interest, RPDD can be a cost-effective approach when a few settings or even only one setting receives intervention. Statistical power for the RPDD increases as magnitude of the pretest-posttest correlations increases. The approach can be particularly well suited to assessing the effects of community interventions.
This paper extends the work of Wyman and colleagues to identify alternative research designs that hold particular promise for small sample research, providing overview of a related design to the DWLD, the stepped wedge design (SWD), as well as the interrupted time-series design (ITSD). In the sections to follow, we overview the SWD then discuss similarities and differences between the SWD and DWLD, including differences in their statistical modeling. Randomization of start times for intervention makes it possible to directly compare randomized groups receiving and not receiving intervention in both the DWLD and SWD. We then examine the ITSD, a quasi-experimental design with strengths in assessing longitudinal effects through multiple assessments prior to and after intervention (Wagner et al. 2002) . Included in this discussion, we describe how these multiple assessments allow the ITSD to better control for specific threats to internal validity and substantially increase statistical power, an important consideration in small samples. Strength of inference regarding intervention effectiveness in all quasi-experimental designs is dependent on their implementation and includes such factors as randomization of start times; number and time length of the nonintervention unit comparisons; and ecological characteristics of the setting, groups, and intervention. In particular, when randomization is not possible or ethical, resulting inferences are not as strong as in true experimental design, such as RCT. We conclude with a comparative review of strengths and weaknesses in the application of these alternative designs and discuss contextual influences on design selection by prevention researchers working with small samples.
The Stepped Wedge Design
The stepped wedge design (SWD) is a crossover design very similar to the DWLD. Wyman et al. (2015) describe both designs as Broll-out^designs because intervention is rolled out sequentially across groups and discuss similarities in the groups randomization schedule of each and researcher motivations for their selection. Like DWLD, SWD is a longitudinal design in which each cluster or group receives both a baseline condition-essentially a wait-list control condition-and an intervention condition. The timing of crossover from baseline control to intervention condition is randomized. Figure 1 displays the basic structure of a rollout design with six groups. Crossovers to intervention conditions are unidirectional, with sequential roll-out of the intervention to groups or clusters over multiple time periods (Brown and Lilford 2006; Hussey and Hughes 2007) . Multiple groups can receive intervention at a given time period, and different groups receive different doses. The effectiveness of intervention is assessed by comparing the outcome variable in the control section with the intervention section of the wedge. As both of these roll-out designs involve a unidirectional move from control to intervention, intervention is not withdrawn once implemented. This can alleviate ethical concerns that can accompany ending intervention once implemented (Hussey and Hughes 2007) .
Historical Origins and Applications
The SWD and DWLD are similar designs with different historical origins. While the DWLD originated in prevention research in educational settings , SWD origins were in medicine (Brown and Lilford 2006) . The DWLD was first introduced in suicide prevention research with youth in secondary schools , where intervention aimed to increase the number of referrals of suicidal youth to mental health professionals. As the intervention was schoolwide, random assignment occurred at the level of schools. Participating schools were randomly assigned to intervention at different time points, in a roll-out, wait-listed manner, such that all schools received intervention at the final time period.
The SWD was first initiated in a medical study in West Africa (Brown and Lilford 2006) to examine the effectiveness of hepatitis B vaccination (HBV) in preventing liver cancer and other chronic liver disease (The Gambia Hepatitis Study Group 1987) . Ethical concerns with withholding immunization made an RCT impossible, and logistical difficulties in contacting and scheduling individual immunization made individual randomization not possible. This led to group-wide intervention and use of the SWD, where HBV vaccination was progressively administered by immunization teams to groups of children in Gambia at about 3-month intervals, such that after a 4-year period, national coverage was achieved. Fig. 1 Example of a six-group stepped wedge design (SWD). X=inter-vention condition; 0=control condition Given these historical, disciplinary, and geographical differences, two variants emerged of a similar design. The DWLD found its niche in prevention studies primarily conducted in the USA (Brown et al. , 2007 Wyman et al. 2008 Wyman et al. , 2010 , while the SWD was primarily used in medicine and in HIV studies in developing countries in particular (Brown and Lilford 2006; The Gambia Hepatitis Study Group 1987; Grant et al. 2005; Levy et al. 2004; Mdege et al. 2011) . The primary differences between the designs lie mostly in application, with regards to blocking and research at the individual level. As the DWLD originated in educational contexts, balancing of units (in this case, schools) was often achieved by blocking prior to randomization, increasing the efficiency of the design. Work with the SWD, on the other hand, has made more limited use of these possibilities associated with blocking. Additionally, unlike DWD, work with SWD has not focused upon its potential application at the individual level.
Despite differences in origin, both the DWLD and SWD involve the same unidirectional, sequential intervention rollout to clusters over different time periods that can be randomized. Accordingly, length of intervention for each group is different, with the last group to start intervention receiving intervention for only one time point. In settings with geographically remote or difficult-to-access populations, simultaneous implementation of intervention to all treatment group participants may not prove feasible. This feature maximizes efficiency when resources are limited, and researchers face logistics and cost-effectiveness considerations.
Statistical Modeling of the SWD
Statistical modeling of the SWD is a linear mixed-effects model (LMM; Hussey and Hughes 2007) that includes fixed effects for time and for intervention status at each particular time point. Random intercepts account for clustering of repeated observations within units, where units could be at either the individual or group level. A random effect for time may also be included when multiple units are assigned to the same time Bstep^or intervention Broll outŜ
tatistical Power
Power for the SWD is related to the number of time points constituting a step and the number of participants or clusters randomized at each step. Hussey and Hughes (2007) empirically examined the effect of the number of randomization steps on power. While the number of clusters at each time point is a strong determinant of power, they found greater power was achieved when each cluster was randomized to its own time step, over the case when multiple clusters were randomized to shared time steps. In other words, optimal power was obtained when each cluster had its own randomization step. In interventions that have stronger effects with increased dosage, there is some loss in ability to show intervention impact given units randomized to start later receive less intervention dosage, though this deficit can be offset to some extent by increasing the number of measurement points. Hayden et al. (2014) used a SWD to evaluate the effects of an intervention to prevent KPC infection. Four long-term care hospitals were randomly assigned start times for a four component, bundled intervention that consisted of patient screening, contact isolation of KPCpositive patients in ward cohorts or private rooms, bathing all patients daily with chlorhexidine gluconate, and healthcare worker education and adherence monitoring. Start times were approximately every 2 months; thus, at 7 months following initial roll-out, intervention was in effect at all four hospitals. Because of variability in availability of historical clinical data and the different dates of adoption of the intervention, the preintervention period at each hospital ranged from 16 to 29 months and the intervention period from 12 to 19 months. Patients were screened for KPC within 3 days of admission then rescreened every 2 weeks for the duration of the study.
SWD
The unit of randomization was hospital, and data on infections were aggregated by month for analysis. The statistical model was similar to that suggested by Hussey and Hughes (2007) :
where u 0j is a random error term to account for the clustering of multiple observations within hospitals and β 02 estimates the intervention effect. A main effect for intervention is not included because intervention status of each unit is completely nested within time.
In Fig. 2 , the solid straight line represents the linear trend of infection in the comparison phase, while the segmented straight line represents the linear trend in the intervention phase. The seven-month roll-out period occurred when some hospitals were in the baseline phase and others were in the intervention phase and demarcates the pre-and post-intervention phases. Figure 2 displays an immediate reduction in infection rates with the introduction of the intervention, followed by a negative slope, whereas the trend prior to introduction of the intervention was increasing rate of infection. In response to intervention, KPC infection rates fell from 3.7 to 2.5 events per 1000 patient-days (p<.001).
The Interrupted Time-Series Design
A time series is a sequence of observations or values of a measure taken consecutively over a period of time. In an interrupted time-series design (ITSD), multiple observations are assessed for a number of consecutive points in time before and after intervention within the same individual or group. Intervention is introduced at one or more time points, in which the time series is Binterrupted,^that is, divided or segmented into two or more portions (Wagner et al. 2002) . The intervention effect is assessed by comparing the pattern of change post-intervention to the pre-intervention pattern. As individuals or groups may serve as their own control, measurement at multiple pre-and post-intervention time points allows the separation of true intervention effects from other extraneous factors, such as threats associated with preexisting differences across units or groups and diffusion of intervention effects from treatment to control groups, thus reducing common threats to internal validity and increasing statistical power.
Design Considerations for the ITSD
Selection of Treatment Settings ITSD is appropriate to a broad variety of applications wherein intervention effects are assessed by changes in growth patterns when individuals move from no-intervention to intervention or vice versa. In each of these potential applications, the researcher has control over the start time of intervention. There may or may not be a comparison group in an ITSD. One potential application of ITSD is in policy research. Using archival data, the ITSD can examine outcome variables of interest before and after policy change across a large number of time points. The design is particularly useful when sample sizes are limited; as comparisons occur within the unit, the ITSD is feasible with a single group or even single individual. In addition, the ITSD allows for considerable design flexibility, and researchers can make pragmatic responses to emergent logistical challenges that can delay the course of work with difficult-to-reach populations. In settings with multiple cases or groups, the time at which the baseline and the treatment phases begin can be the same or can differ. Intervention initiation time can be staggered across cases or groups, such as in the multiple baseline design.
More Complex ITSDs
In its simplest form, the ITSD is an A-B design, where multiple observations occur over the baseline phase (A) and the intervention, also described as the treatment phase (B). Intervention effects are assessed by comparing the series of observations prior to intervention to those Fig. 2 Stepped wedge design used by Hayden et al. (2014) to evaluate the effects of an intervention to prevent Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase-producing enterobacteriaceae (KPC) colonization in four long-term care hospitals. Solid straight line estimates the baseline and comparison trend line, and the segmented straight line estimates the trend after initiation of the intervention. Used with permission following intervention. More complex ITSD designs involve more than one baseline phase. For example, in its simplest form, withdrawing the treatment sometime in the treatment phase is described as an A-B-A, or reversal or withdrawal design. In this design, the initial baseline phase (A) is followed by the treatment phase (B) and then subsequently, a second baseline phase (A) without treatment (Glass 1997) . More complicated reversal designs can involve extensions to this basic sequence, such as the ABAB or the ABABAB designs.
Number of Observations in Time Series
As noted above, comparison of growth within each unit pre-to postintervention reduces specific threats to internal validity and increases statistical power. Number of observations required for each time-series segment depends on the number of cases or groups and variability of the response to intervention. Statistical power increases with increased number of observations. For a single case or group with a small number of observations, researchers may need to reduce variability at pre-intervention or take into account different sources of this variability when making inferences regarding treatment effects.
Statistical Modeling of the ITSD
Segmented regression analysis is a powerful technique to analyze ITSDs (Wagner et al 2002) . As the pre-and postintervention measurement points constitute separate segments of the time series, this technique provides the estimation of the level of y-intercept at the beginning of each segment, as well as the trend, or slope (rate of change) within each segment. Changes in level and trend of outcomes in the postintervention compared to the pre-intervention segment assess the extent to which change occurs as result of intervention. With a single subject or unit measured over multiple occasions, segmented regression can be represented as follows:
where Y t is estimated outcome at time t, time is a continuous variable, phase is a variable indicating before intervention (0) vs. after intervention (1), time*phase is the interaction between time and phase, and ε t is a residual for time t. β 0 is an intercept; β 1 is the slope that estimates the rate of change for the outcome variable over time; β 2 is the change in level from pre-to post-intervention; and β 3 is the interaction of the time by pre-to post-intervention slopes measuring the effect of the intervention, which is the effect of interest in the analysis. If multiple units are involved, one or more random effects to account for clustering of measurement points within individuals may be added to the model.
ITSD Case Example: Prevention Policy Research in Youth Alcohol Use
Dumsha, DiTomasso, Gomez, Melucci, and Stouch (Dumsha et al. 2011 ) examined the pattern of high school student drinking behavior following the introduction of Balcopops^to the US market in 1999. Alcopops are sweetened, flavored alcoholic beverages that gained rapid popularity following market introduction, especially among teenage girls (Franson 2002; Keane 2003 Type of ITSD Dumsha et al. and our replication both used an A-B design. The time period before alcopops entered the market constituted the baseline period (A) and the intervention or treatment phase (B) began with the launch of alcopops; intervention (introduction of alcopops) was not withdrawn after it was introduced. As the launch of the beverage occurred at the same time for all individuals throughout the USA, baseline and intervention phases occurred at the same time for every person. In contrast to our replication across six time points, Dumsha et al. explored effects of the introduction of alcopops through three time points, using only one pre-intervention time point and two post-intervention time segments to estimate a slope.
Statistical Modeling of the ITSD The three-part segmented regression model used by Dumsha et al. can be represented as:
where Y t is estimated alcohol use level at time t, preintervention time is a continuous variable measuring time before intervention start (1997) (1998) (1999) , immediate postintervention is a continuous variable indicating time immediately after alcopops introduction (1999) (2000) (2001) , long-term postintervention time is a continuous variable measuring the longterm effects of alcopops (2001) (2002) (2003) , and ε t is a residual for time t. β 0 is an intercept, β 1 is the slope that estimates the rate of change for the outcome variable before the intervention, β 2 is the change in level immediately after alcopops launch, and β 3 is the slope measuring long-term alcopops effects.
Small Sample Reanalysis For the purposes of illustration, we present here a small sample reanalysis using YRBS data. We created an aggregated case data set of current alcohol use. Each Bcase^represented one of the 47 possible combinations of gender, ethnic groups, and ages assessed in the YRBS data set. This resulted in a small sample data set of 47 Bcases.^Each case included at least 20 individual observations used to create an aggregated score, assessed at six points in time (three prior to the introduction of alcopops and three following introduction) analyzed according to the model specified above. The results we obtained using only these 47 cases were consistent with those obtained by Dumsha et al. using the entire sample. Figure 3 shows the trend in the past 30-day alcohol use exhibited a nonsignificant negative slope during the prealcopops or pre-intervention period (β=−.09, SE=.04, ns) with a substantial drop from 1999 to 2001 (β=−.61, SE=.61, p<.01). After 2001, the post-alcopops or post-intervention period, the trend reversed, and this change (interruption) in measurements witnessed 2005 levels return to those of 1995 (β=+ .11, SE=.06, p=.05). The use of a smaller sample likely led to reduced sensitivity to change and stability in the results, as the estimates obtained differ from Dumsha et al. However, study effects were sufficiently robust, and the design was sufficiently sensitive to produce comparable results regarding direction of change and statistical significance. Adjustment of some parameters in the design, for example, inclusion of a longer time span with a larger number of time points would add to the strength of inferences.
In summary, despite limiting the data set to only 47 Bcases,ô ur small sample reanalysis had sufficient power to detect changes similar to those found in the Dumsha et al. large sample study. However, as in all uses of the ITSD, in interpreting casual effects in both the original study and our reanalysis, precise details regarding the specific implementation of the ITSD must be carefully considered; one threat to internal validity for both the current studies is that the individuals comprising the surveyed units were not the same over time.
Design Selection in Small Sample Research
Prevention scientists conducting health disparities research with small and often culturally distinct communities face numerous challenges. Among these challenges are (1) reduced statistical power related to small samples, (2) threats to internal and external validity linked to properties associated with a sample that is small, (3) concerns connected with health disparities research including the often pressing needs of a disparities community, and (4) ethical issues attendant to research in high need and high risk settings. This article and Wyman et al. (2015) together describe the SWD, DWLD, ITSD, and RPDD as design alternatives to RCT. These alternative designs possess features that can address discrete elements of these challenges. Table 1 provides a summary for each of these four alternative designs describing the key attributes that define each design, their strengths and limitations, and factors that contribute to internal and external validity and provide enhanced statistical power. Next, we summarize these strengths and weaknesses and conclude with certain contextual considerations prevention researchers often face in design selection with small samples.
Strengths
A major strength of all four alternative designs is every individual or group in a study receives intervention. Wyman et al. (2015) note prevention researchers' responsiveness to such concerns can be extremely important for maintaining partnerships in research programs where community involvement is crucial, as is often the case with health disparities and other disenfranchised groups. As one example, in health disparities communities, the prevalence of a problem or disorder that is a Fig. 3 Reanalysis of the aggregated alcopop data set displaying the past 30-day alcohol use reported on the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS). A total of 47 Bcases^were assessed at six points in time (1995, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2003, and 2005) . Year on the x-axis is centered at 2000, around the time of the alcopops (flavored malt beverages) marketing launch prevention target is often unacceptably high. The potential for positive change from an intervention is often a primary reason communities might be willing to participate in a research study, especially in situations of past negative experiences with research. Thus, not receiving intervention or being placed on an extended waitlist control group until another community has completed the entire intervention, as often is the case in an RCT design, might prove unacceptable to community partners. Another strength of the SWD and DWLD is their potential to address logistical difficulties that arise when prevention researchers must implement interventions in multiple remote or otherwise difficult to access communities. These designs turn these logistical challenges into a strength. By randomizing start times, a smaller staff can be sequenced across different implementation start times in different intervention settings/conditions.
Weaknesses
One potential limitation in use of the SWD and ITSD, also observed for the DWLD and RPDD by Wyman et al. (2015) , is despite their potential to increase power in small samples analyses, their incorrect application can result in lower power than an RCT. This can occur whenever the unique design features that maximize power in these designs are not correctly understood and implemented or if logistical or ethical realities preclude their correct implementation. Issues associated with potentially long wait periods, inadequate intervention dose in some conditions, and randomization can pose challenges to correct implementation.
For example, although the SWD and DWLD involve all research participants in the intervention, a potential weakness of these designs is some communities or groups only receive intervention during a few and, in at least one condition, a single time period; this can raise ethical concerns if the amount of intervention dose over the time period is potentially inadequate to have reasonable expectation of impact. An additional weakness in both the SWD and DWLD is the potential for long wait periods for intervention in some of the later roll-out groups; this may prove unacceptable to communities, particularly in high need or high risk settings.
In cases of randomization of intervention start times in the SWD and DWLD, a host of logistical and ethical reasons can make randomization not possible. As one example, community or school leadership may change, and new leadership at one site may withdraw permission for the research part way through the study, removing one of the clusters from the randomized roll-out protocol for intervention implementation. In another example, communities with high needs in the problem area the intervention seeks to address may be more motivated and mobilized and more capable of starting immediately. Because of their greater need, it may also potentially be ethically questionable to withhold intervention to a later date as specified by the randomization protocol. In the case of a cluster of youth suicides in a school or community that has volunteered to participate in a suicide prevention intervention research study using a SWD or DWLD, their leadership may ask for immediate implementation of the intervention in response to a real world crisis and ongoing risk for additional suicide. It should be noted that many of these same logistical and potential ethical challenges associated with randomization in the SWD and DWLD can impose similar limitations on the applicability or implementability of the RCT. An additional weakness of all four designs, in contrast to the RCT, is they require numerous measurement points to achieve their heightened statistical power and internal validity with small samples. Depending on the nature, length, and complexity of assessments, this requirement may not be conceptually, logistically, or financially feasible and can place a level of burden on research participants that may prove unacceptable.
Interaction of Contextual Factors with Research Design
Contextual factors associated with the intervention setting interact with design considerations to impact internal validity, external validity, and power. These types of contextual factors pose important considerations for prevention scientists.
Internal Validity
Internal validity refers to the extent to which a study is capable of establishing causality is related to the degree it minimizes error or bias. Although a strength of the ITSD is it permits finely gauged pre-and post-intervention comparisons within each unit or group, the design is also susceptible to the effects of instrumentation (Campbell et al. 1963) . As a threat to internal validity, instrumentation effects refer to study participants basing current responses to measurement instruments upon their past experiences with the measures. An example of an instrumentation effect can occur in longitudinal studies of sensitive or illegal behaviors, where the first assessment can produce lower reported rates of the behavior than subsequent assessments (Campbell et al. 1963) . This is often because as participants grow to trust the investigators, they become more forthcoming in reporting these behaviors. This effect can result in a prevention study finding an increase in such behaviors, and it becomes difficult to disentangle instrumentation effects from response to intervention. A related, but somewhat different threat can emerge in complex ITSD design variants, where treatment is introduced then withdrawn and then introduced again. Effects gained from a previous treatment may still be present and carried over in the next treatment; these are termed carryover effects. Instrumentation and carryover effects can be a particularly problematic threat to internal validity for the ITSD, where there is no control group and when counterbalancing is not always possible. However, in contrast to an RCT, internal validity may be enhanced when using an ITSD in a small, close-knit community. This is because in the ITSD, participants serve as their own controls. This eliminates the problem of diffusion, where the intervention effects inadvertently are spread from treatment to control groups. When diffusion is a concern, the ITSD may be a preferred design over an RCT, an SWD, or a DWLD. There is also a reduced risk in an ITSD that the participating units, particularly those that might otherwise be assigned to a control group condition, will seek out intervention outside of the prevention research intervention.
Staggered start times in the SWD and DWLD do have the benefit of enhancing internal validity by reducing the influence of historical events. The closer the arrangement of intervention start times is to a random selection, the lower is the potential for historical events to pose a threat to interval validity. Therefore, the SWD and DWLD is a good design choice in settings where contextual factors allow for randomization of intervention start times for the units.
Another potential threat to internal validity in the SWD and DWLD is attrition related to long wait times for intervention in later implementation units, and in particular, potential for differential attrition rates dependent upon longer wait times. Differential attrition across groups in the SWD and DWLD can be reduced through efforts to shorten wait periods. Because of this, the SWD and DWLD is most promising as a design choice when contextual factors related to staffing adequacy as well as limited intervention complexity and/or time duration allow for short wait times across those groups that receive intervention later.
External Validity
External validity describes the extent to which a research conclusion can be generalized to the population or to other settings. The DWLD, SWD, ITSD, and RPDD, when applied to interventions conducted in entire communities, result in studies closer to the conditions that would apply if the interventions were conducted Bat scale,^meaning implemented in the fashion they are in population level, large-scale application. These designs also afford greater facility for intervention research in remote and difficult to reach communities, where the cost and logistical requirements of an RCT may become prohibitive or may require alteration of the intervention or staffing support to levels that would never be feasible in real world application.
Statistical Power
A primary strategy to allow for causal inferences from small samples is to enhance the statistical power of the analysis through research designs that maximize efficiency in ability to make use of all available information in the data. The alternative designs described here possess this capability, though in different ways that interact differentially with features of the intervention context. For example, the SWD and DWLD extend the traditional wait-listed controlled design by increasing the time periods in which individuals or groups are randomized. This increases efficiency and power by increasing the proportion in comparisons between intervention and control conditions. Any characteristic of the context that allow for increasing time intervals, as well as the number of clusters, participants, clusters randomized at each time step, and participants within clusters further contributes to power in these designs. The ITSD uses this same logic, increasing the number of time periods through which the pattern of preintervention scores can be contrasted with the pattern of post-intervention scores. Characteristics of the intervention setting that allow for increasing the number of time periods of assessment argue for possible selection of the ITSD. The RPDD instead compares intervention units to their expected values. These expected values are obtained from archival or other existing data. Statistical power for the RPDD increases with the number of time periods of existing data along with the magnitude of the pretest-posttest correlations between outcomes. Settings for which data is available on large numbers of units prior to and following the time period of the intervention and with outcomes that have high pretest-posttest correlations are most promising for the RPDD.
Interaction of Intervention Factors with Research Design
Additional considerations related to the intervention itself may also guide design selection. For example, the SWD and DWLD are most appropriate for interventions that groups or communities experience as highly needed or for which questions exist regarding length and dose necessary for efficacy (Brown and Lilford 2006; Gerritsen et al. 2011) . Because of this, the SWD and DWLD are particularly beneficial in study of an intervention with demonstrated effectiveness applied to a new setting (Brown and Lilford 2006) . However, as wait time for some of the groups to start intervention in both the SWD and DWLD can prove lengthy, the integrity of the design could break down if certain groups or communities seek out other remedies and interventions on their own before the official start time of the intervention under study. Finally, in the case of interventions that ethically should not be withdrawn once implemented, the SWD and DWLD are most suitable. The ITSD may be used for interventions with a defined length, but in prevention studies of serious health risks, it is doubtful that complex ITSD designs with multiple bidirectional crossover points (e.g., ABAB designs) would ever be ethically justifiable.
Past researchers have found the ITSD to instead be extremely useful in prevention policy studies or in intervention implementation studies where the assignment of groups to a control condition is inappropriate (Pridemore and Snowden 2009) . Stallings-Smith, Zeka, Goodman, Kabir, and Clancy (Stallings-Smith et al. 2013 ) used the ITSD to examine the effectiveness of a smoking ban in reducing rate of heart disease and mortality. The ITSD can also be applied in evaluating the effects of a critical or catastrophic event on health outcomes; Pridemore, Rahan, and Chamlin (2009) evaluated the impact of the September 11 World Trade Center attacks and the Oklahoma City bombing on the rate of suicide. The ITSD is especially useful when there is a clearly identified time point of intervention or policy change, and less useful with outcomes that are more time continuous, and without such clear, critical time points.
Conclusions
In prevention research with small populations, culturally distinct groups, and community interventions, small samples are the norm, and conventional RCT designs may prove underpowered or impractical, and in some circumstances, can negatively impact partnership or even prove potentially unethical. The SWD and ITSD, along with the RPDD and DWLD, provide alternative designs. A number of contextual considerations regarding intervention setting and considerations regarding the intervention itself become important in guiding informed selection of one design over another. These designs provide additional methods for distilling evidence from small samples of critical importance to health promotion and prevention research.
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